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The Er-Dan Stories
By Jeffrey Redmond

iUniverse. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 204 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.6in.A choice follow up to the Er-Dan books series. This work continues on with stories of that far
away future planet. Now a part of The Imperium and its control of so many planets in the Galaxy,
the planet of the three moons has its newly established Terran Colony. Migrants and transplants
from Earth, they have come to the planet to establish new lives. These stories tell of their lives
amongst themselves, other beings from other planets, and their endless efforts at survival. The
more violent and erotic aspects of both human and other humanoid natures are fully realized and
discussed. Their stories enhance, entertain, and enlighten to the fullest extent. A wide variety of tales
of adventure, romance, war, eroticism, sexuality, and survivalism. True to life descriptions of first
person accounts. How and why the inhabitants were able to cope with the uncertainty and insanity
of inter-galactic struggle for power and order, dominance and control. Thrilling, enthralling,
instructing, and developing. A must for every beyond the normal science fiction library. This item
ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Reviews
Simply no terms to clarify. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to let you know that this is the very best publication i have
got read through during my individual lifestyle and could be he very best pdf for actually.
-- Mr . Ca leb Q uig ley MD
Totally among the best ebook I have ever go through. It can be rally exciting throgh looking at period. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way
which is just soon after i finished reading this pdf by which actually transformed me, change the way i believe.
-- Mr . Mer vin Wa lsh
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